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Abstract. This contribution presents a proposal for generating linguistic reports based on the study of biomedical signals of human patients.
Although this topic is dealt in many previous works, there are challenges
still open for the scientiﬁc community, such as the development of systems to produce reports and alerts using a human-friendly language. We
present a brief review of some relevant previous works, as well as our
proposal of a system based on fuzzy linguistic approach applied to the
diagnosis of the preeclampsia disease that may aﬀect pregnant women.
Our system transforms numerical values of biomedical signals into linguistic values that are understandable information for the patients and
the medical staﬀ. The dataset used for testing the system contains real
data from a study carried out by the Davinci UNAD Group (Colombia)
on patients that suﬀer from preeclampsia.
Keywords: Fuzzy logic · Fuzzy linguistic intelligent systems
ical systems · Preeclampsia
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Introduction

We live in the era of data. Our everyday lives are surrounded by sensors that
capture information associated to objects, humans or environments, such as
vision sensors, motion sensors, light sensors, medical sensors, etc. The so-called
Internet of Things (IoT) is all around us, producing a huge amount of data that
needs to be automatically organized and processed in order to produce easy to
understand reports for the users, as trying to deal with this data directly is far
from the human capabilities.
Data analysis is at the core of a relevant amount of recently published works,
many of them focusing on data mining techniques to extract useful knowledge
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from the data and shape it so that the users understand what is happening and
act accordingly. The research on methods to communicate this knowledge in a
user-friendly way has led to the concept of linguistic descriptions [1], which allow
to abstract useful data into diﬀerent levels and dimensions, therefore providing
interpretability.
Our work considers a case study in the health care area, given its relevance
nowadays [2], although the presented techniques could be applied in other areas
as well.
Modern health care systems make use of many technological advances to
measure biomedical signals that produce large amounts of raw data. The development of methods for analysing this data relies mostly on soft computing techniques whose results in most cases still require some level of expertise to understand and use them properly. This is the motivation for the development of
linguistic report techniques, which rely on fuzzy logic principles to communicate
important information obtained from the analysis of the data. In our work, biomedical signals will be used to identify risk conditions and generate linguistic
reports for the medical staﬀ.
Submitting user-friendly reports to support the diagnosis and monitoring of a
given disease is a problem that has not been completely solved yet, as sometimes
a rigid interpretation of the data can lead to misdiagnosis. Therefore we propose
in this paper a new system based on fuzzy linguistic approach focused on this
process.
This work is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes a series of related works;
Sects. 3 and 4 introduce a fuzzy intelligent system that is used in our proposal;
Sect. 5 presents the result of applying the fuzzy intelligent system to a preeclampsia case study, and ﬁnally, Sect. 6 summarizes our conclusions and future work.

2

Related Works

Nowadays data mining is one of the major topics in the research on data analysis.
The work from Karahoca et al. [3] presents a scientiﬁc review of the needs that
have motivated many researchers to study new ways of organizing and interpreting data in order to ﬁnd out and/or understand the activity that is monitored
and notify the users about it, so that they can use that information for any
further action.
The search for new ways to understand the data generated in diﬀerent contexts has resulted in the development of intelligent systems and linguistic descriptions [1]. These descriptions allow to abstract easy to understand information
from raw data, organize it into diﬀerent levels and dimensions and shape it into
a useful format for the users who demand it.
Other interesting works related to this topic include the one from Bhunia
et al. [4] who present the design of a system for health surveillance and remote
monitoring of patients, able to detect any abnormal situation by applying fuzzy
rules; this system is also able to produce alerts for the health care staﬀ when
necessary. Although the system from Bhunia et al. produces technical reports,
it lacks the capacity of producing a linguistic description of its results.
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Baig et al. [5] give a thorough review of the research works related to the
application of intelligent environments to health monitoring. In their work, the
application of fuzzy logic to the identiﬁcation of abnormal conditions and the
generation of linguistic descriptions for the medical staﬀ is said to be a still open
topic, as very little has been done on it up to now.
Diﬀerent reviews have been published on the application of fuzzy systems
[6], health care systems [7] and data mining on medical sensor data [8]. All
these works make patent the need of having systems able to generate linguistic
descriptions easy to read and interpret.
The application of fuzzy logic systems to health care has been dealt in a series
of already published works: Yuan et al. [9] propose a fuzzy reasoning system for
remotely monitoring chronic patients which generates reports on their behaviour;
Latiﬁ et al. [10] present an expert system that applies fuzzy logic to assist in
diagnosing leukemia in children; Sen et al. [11] introduces a data mining system
that makes use of fuzzy logic for predicting coronary heart disease; Ekong et al.
[12] focus their system on the diagnosis of depression; Nnamoko et al. [13] present
a fuzzy expert system for monitoring diabetes mellitus; and ﬁnally, Dennis et al.
[14] propose an adaptive genetic fuzzy system for classifying medical data.
The generation of linguistic summaries in order to generate health alerts has
been studied by Jain et al. [15]; Wilbik et al. [16] also worked on a system to
linguistically summarize sensor data related to eldercare. An expert system to
support a preeclampsia prevention program was also presented by Matamoros
et al. [17], but to the best of our knowledge, it is the only published work linking
fuzzy systems and preeclampsia; moreover, that work does not deal with the
generation of linguistic reports in the way that we propose.
According to Acampora et al. [18], there are still many challenges to face,
especially those related to the generation of user-friendly reports on data from
sensors that monitor medical variables that aﬀect humans. This task requires
intelligent systems to manage and process the data, and generate the expected
results.

3

Previous Concepts

Fuzzy linguistic modelling makes possible the representation of qualitative
descriptions that describe words or statements in natural or artiﬁcial language
by means of linguistic variables [19]. These variables take numerical values such
as measurements and can be transformed into statements more understandable
to the end user. The elements of an intelligent fuzzy system [20] are the fuzzy
rules, the knowledge base and ﬁnally, the inference engine. All of them are brieﬂy
described in this section.
3.1

Fuzzy Rules

Fuzzy rules are statements of the form “IF - THEN”. These rules allow the
identiﬁcation of actions to be performed when a certain condition is met. For
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example, if the temperature is high, then send the alert “high temperature”. In
our case, the rules take the form “If x is A then y is B”, given a set of input and
output pairs [21] in which the output is an alert or an action that is performed
in response to the variation of a monitored variable.
The input-output pairs are part of the fuzzy universe of the intelligent fuzzy
system. It is common in fuzzy logic the combination of one or more input fuzzy
sets (Antecedent), which in turn generate an output fuzzy set (Consequent) [22].
For the case of two fuzzy input sets the rule is as follows
IF x is A AND y is B THEN z is C

(1)

Where x, y and z are linguistic variables and A, B and C are fuzzy sets
deﬁned in the universe of x, y and z.
3.2

Knowledge Base

The knowledge base supports the set of fuzzy rules [20]. It may include facts
and expert opinions on the subject. In some cases the facts are absolute and
certain (a body temperature above 37.5 ◦ C corresponds to fever). In other cases
it may depend on the opinion of the expert who advises or assists the system
(given their high body temperature, the patient may go into convulsions). There
are clinical protocols [23] which determine certain actions to be taken given the
diagnosis and/or the medical condition of a patient. These protocols are also
part of the knowledge base for the intelligent system. In this work, we have also
received medical expert advice on the selected topic.
3.3

Inference Engine

The inference engine uses the knowledge base to draw conclusions from the
inputs, and produces proper responses. In the case of biomedical signal monitoring, the inference engine links the changes in the monitored variables to the
alerts or reports that are generated in the process. There are diﬀerent inference engine models, the ones from Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno being the most
popular [24]. In this work, the inference engine by Mamdani is used.
The rules in the Mamdani fuzzy model are represented as follows:
Ri : IF x1 is Ai1 AND x2 is Ai2 ... AND xn is Ain THEN y is Bi

(2)

Where xi and y are linguistic variables, and Aij and B represent linguistic
values that the variables can take.
According to the above, we propose a set of fuzzy rules for monitoring patients
and supporting the diagnosis of the preeclampsia disease from the biosignal
values of the patient. This rules are the model of the fuzzy intelligent system
that runs a standard inference engine.
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Fuzzy Intelligent System for Supporting Preeclampsia
Diagnosis

Preeclampsia (PE) is a medical condition that is mainly characterized by high
blood pressure (BP) and proteinuria, which refers to the excess of proteins in
the urine, and to a lesser extent, by high body temperature (T). This condition
may be mild or severe [25] and occurs usually after 20 weeks of pregnancy. The
protocol that applies in this type of pathology is as follows [26]:
Protocol diagnostic phase of preeclampsia (PE):
1. Measure the patient blood pressure (BP) twice, and compute the average
of the two measurements. The BP consists of two values: the systolic blood
pressure (SBP) and the diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Measure other vital
signs of the patient, like the body temperature.
2. If either SBP or DBP are high, proceed to perform a urine test.
3. Perform a physical examination on the patient to search for oedemas or reddened body parts.
4. If the results of the above tests are abnormal, the patient may suﬀer from
preeclampsia. The seriousness of the illness has to be evaluated:
(a) Mild PE if: SBP between 140 and 160 mmHg and DBP between 90 and
110 mmHg; proteinuria is between 2 g/24 h y 5 g/24 h; no oedema
(b) Severe PE if: SBP is greater than 160 and DBP is greater than 110;
proteinuria is greater than 5 g/24 h; presence of oedema; T greater than
36.5 ◦ C.
5. According to the type of preeclampsia, the doctor determines the procedure
to be followed.
In the following subsection we propose the linguistic variables (SBP, DBP
and T) and their linguistic terms that will be used by our proposed system.
4.1

Measured Variables and Linguistic Terms

As stated above, Our contribution will work with only three linguistic variables:
systolic and diastolic blood pressure and body temperature, as these three values
can be easily measured at home. Regarding blood pressure, there exist a series
of portable, non-invasive sensors that may be used together with smartphones,
like the ones from iHealth Labs, that provide the systolic pressure (SBP) and
diastolic blood pressure (DBP) values [27], both measured in mmHg. Body temperature (T) can be measured in diﬀerent ways [28]; temperature sensors have
been considered in the literature [29,30] and are now commercially available [31].
Our system has a single linguistic output that is the proposal of diagnosis
for the patient: DP ∈ {Absence of PE, Possible mild PE, Possible severe PE}.
Table 1 shows the relationship between the type of PE and the value ranges of
SBP and DBP, and Table 2 shows the relationship between PE and the T value.
The linguistic variables associated to the three measured values are described
as follows:
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Table 1. Classiﬁcation of blood pressure ranges [32]
Variable Normal Abnormal (mild) Abnormal (severe)
SBP

>160

120–140 141–160

DBP

80–90

>110

91–105

Table 2. Classiﬁcation of body temperature ranges
Variable

Normal
◦

High
◦

Low
◦

Temperature 36 C–36.5 C >36.5 C <36 ◦ C

– Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP): universe of discourse: [120, 220] mmHg; linguistic term sets: SBP ∈ {normal, abnormal (mild), abnormal (severe)}.
(Figure 1)
SBP values below 120 mmHg are not a preeclampsia symptom, and therefore
they will not be taken into account in this study.
– Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP): universe of discourse: [80, 120] mmHg; linguistic term set: DBP ∈ {normal, abnormal (mild), abnormal (severe)}.
(Figure 2)
DBP values below 80 mmHg are not a preeclampsia symptom, and therefore
they will not be taken into account in this study.
– Temperature (T): universe of discourse: [35, 45] ◦ C; linguistic term set: T ∈
{normal, high, low}. (Figure 3)

Fig. 1. SBP fuzzy membership functions: normal, abnormal (mild) and abnormal
(severe)

4.2

Fuzzy Rules

For the case of preeclampsia, we have deﬁned the fuzzy rules that are shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Fuzzy rule set connecting preeclampsia with blood pressure and body
temperature
Rule Antecedent

Consequent

1

IF ((SBP is normal) OR (DBP is
normal) OR (T is normal))

THEN (DP is absence of PE)

2

IF ((SBP is normal) OR (DBP is
normal) OR (T is high))

THEN (DP is absence of PE)

3

IF ((SBP is normal) OR (DBP is
normal) OR (T is Low))

THEN (DP is absence of PE)

4

IF ((SBP is abnormal (mild)) OR (DBP
is normal))

THEN (DP is possible mild PE)

5

IF ((SBP is normal) OR (DBP is
abnormal (mild)))

THEN (DP is possible mild PE)

6

IF ((SBP is abnormal (mild)) OR (DBP
is abnormal (mild)))

THEN (DP is possible mild PE)

7

IF ((SBP is abnormal (severe)) OR (DBP THEN (DP is possible severe PE)
is abnormal (mild)) OR (T is high))

8

IF ((SBP is abnormal (mild)) OR (DBP
is abnormal (severe)) OR (T is high))

THEN (DP is possible severe PE)

9

IF ((SBP is normal) OR (DBP is
abnormal (severe)) OR (T is high))

THEN (DP is possible severe PE)

10

IF ((SBP is abnormal (severe)) OR
(DBP is normal))

THEN (DP is possible severe PE)

11

IF ((SBP is abnormal (severe)) OR
(DBP is normal))

THEN (DP is possible severe PE)

12

IF ((SBP is normal) OR (DBP is
abnormal (severe)))

THEN (DP is possible severe PE)

13

IF ((SBP is abnormal (severe)) OR (DBP THEN (DP is possible severe PE)
is abnormal (severe)) OR (T is high))

4.3

Inference Engine

The inference engine of our system is based on the Mamdani model [24], and
applies the rules from Table 3 using the OR operator.
The trapezoidal-shaped membership functions of the engine are shown in
Eq. 3. In these functions, x represent the value of the measured variable, a and
d correspond to the “feet” of the trapezoid (the limits of the membership range
for the variable), and b and c correspond to the “shoulders” of the trapezoid
(the limits of the range for which the membership function takes its maximum
value).
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Fig. 2. DBP fuzzy membership functions: normal, abnormal (mild) and abnormal
(severe)

Fig. 3. T fuzzy membership functions: low, normal and high

⎧
0
⎪
⎪
⎨
(x − a)/(b − a)
A(x) =
1
⎪
⎪
⎩
(d − x)/(d − c)

IF
IF
IF
IF

((x ≤ a) OR (x ≥ d))
x ∈ (a, b)
x ∈ [b, c]
x ∈ (b, d)

(3)

In Sect. 5 we will show the application of this engine to some example data.

5

Results

In order to prove the eﬀectiveness of the proposed system, we have applied it to a
series of real data from patients with preeclampsia that attended the University
Hospital of the Nariño department in Colombia. Here we present three example
cases:
– Case 1: Table 4 shows the SBP, DBP and T values of the patient.
The results of the inference engine for this case are the following: Rule 1
(Table 3) produces the highest degree of membership, due to the fact that the
values of SBP, DBP and T are labeled as normal, all of them with a degree
of membership equal to 1. Rules 2 and 3 could also be partially considered,
given the values of the monitored variables. The ﬁnal proposal of diagnosis is
“absence of PE” with a degree of membership equal to 1.
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Table 4. Measured values of the patient from Case 1
Variable

Value

SBP

130 mmHg

DBP

84 mmHg

Temperature 36.5 ◦ C
Table 5. Measured values of the patient from Case 2
Variable

Value

SBP

137 mmHg

DBP

89 mmHg

Temperature 36.2 ◦ C

– Case 2: Table 5 shows the SBP, DBP and T values of the patient.
The results of the inference engine for this case are the following: Rule 5
(Table 3) produces the highest degree of membership, due to the fact that the
value of SBP is labeled as normal with a degree of membership of 0.6 and the
value of DBP is labeled as abnormal(mild) with a degree of membership of
0.8. Rules 4 and 6 could also be partially considered, given the values of the
monitored variables. The ﬁnal proposal of diagnosis is “Possible mild PE”,
with a degree of membership equal to 0.8.
– Case 3: Table 6 shows the SBP, DBP and T values of the patient.
Table 6. Measured values of the patient from Case 3
Variable

Value

SBP

158 mmHg

DBP

88 mmHg

Temperature 36.8 ◦ C

The results of the inference engine for this case are the following: the value of
SBP is labeled as abnormal(mild) with a degree of membership equal to 0.4,
and as abnormal(severe) with a degree of 0.6; the value of DBP is labeled
as normal with a degree of membership equal to 0.4, and as abnormal(mild)
with a degree of membership equal to 0.6; ﬁnally, the value of T is labeled as
normal with a degree of membership equal to 0.4, and as high with a degree
of membership equal to 0.6.
Given the labels for the measured biosignals, Rule 10 (Table 3) produces
the highest degree of membership, while Rules 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13 could
also be partially considered. The ﬁnal proposal of diagnosis is “Possible severe
PE”, with a degree of membership equal to 0.6.
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Conclusions and Future Work

One of the most important tasks in medicine is the interpretation of the results
of the diﬀerent tests that are performed on the patients, as the choice of one or
the other treatment depends on it. Fuzzy models can give support to this task,
as fuzzy logic is a well-known technique that can be adapted to many application
areas. However, the creation of a general model for creating linguistic descriptions
of the fuzzy system results is still an unsolved problem.
In this work we have presented a model for the analysis of biomedical signals that applies fuzzy logic principles as a step towards the development of an
intelligent system that allows the generation of user-friendly linguistic descriptions. Our aim for future works is the development of a system able to monitor
biomedical signals over the time and identify possible pathologies using pattern
matching techniques. For this purpose, we will have support by medical experts
for deﬁning the fuzzy sets and rules for the system.
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